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                ESI 6635: Advanced Analytics I Final Exam (Take-home) Due: 6.00 pm, May 7, 2020 NOTES: 1. Open book exam. Calculators are allowed.
 2. Write your answer on this exam paper. DO NOT use your own paper. If you need more space, write on the back side of this exam paper.
 3. The full score is 100 points. The assigned points for each question are given.
 4. There are 11 pages in this exam paper.
 5. Sign the Honor Code below:
 I have neither given nor received aid on this examination, norhave I concealed any violation of the Honor Code.
 Name (Print): Student ID:
 ============================================== 1 Problem #1 (25 points) Let X 1; :::; X nbe a random sample from an Exponential( ) distribution with the probability density function (pdf ) of Xgiven by f(x j ) = 1 e  x= ; 0 x < 1; > 0 (1) Determine the moment generating function for X; (10 points) (2) Show that T= P n i =1 X iis su cient for ; (9 points) (3) If Tis also complete for , nd the best unbiased estimator of . (6 points) 2 (Additional answering page for question #1) 3 Problem #2 (25 points) Let X 1; :::; X nbe a random sample from Gamma(1, ) distribution (See pdf in Appendix).
 (1) Find the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of ; (12 points) (2) Is the MLE unbiased? (7 points) (3) Calculate the mean squared error of the MLE. (6 points) Hint: (1) = 1.
 4 (Additional answering page for question #2) 5 Problem #3 (25 points) Let X 1; :::; X nbe a random sample from Normal( ; 2 ) distribution, where 2 is known.
 (1) Formulate the likelihood ratio test (LRT) for testing H 0:
 2 v.s. H 1:
 > 2 ; (11 points) (2) Write down the equations needed to determine the sample size nand the critical value c such that the size of the test is 0 :05 and the probability of type-II error when = 2 :5 is 0.1; (7 points) (3) If we took 16 samples and observed x= 3, and = 0 :5. Based on calculation, will you reject H 0based on size LRT with = 0 :05? (7 points) 6 (Additional answering page for question #3) 7 Problem #4 (25 points) Let X 1; :::; X nbe a random sample from Gamma(1,  1) distribution and Y 1; :::; Y mbe a random sample from Gamma(1, 2) distribution. Also assume that X's are independent of Y's.
 (1) Formulate the LRT for testing H 0:
  1 =  2 v.s.
 H 1:
  1 6 = 2; (10 points) (2) Show that the test in part (1) can be based on the following statistic (7 points) T= P n i =1 X i P n i =1 X i+ P m i =1 Y i (3) Find the distribution of Twhen H 0is true. (8 points) 8 (Additional answering page for question #4) 9 10Appendix: Table of Common Distributions 11   
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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